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Project Planner
Project 1

Bow Maker

Paper

24 x 8½“ x11” $6.95
12 x 12” x 12’ $6.95

In-Color p 165, Brights p 166, Subtles p 167, Regals p 168, Neutrals p 169

3” x 5”

Lightweight Cardboard or 2
layers of cardstock

Inks

Packaging from Designer
Series Paper works great!

Classic Stampin’ Pad $5.95, Classic Refill $2.95, Stampin’ Write Marker $3.50

 Stampin ‘Pad
 Stampin Write

 Idea Book
 Mini

Accessories
 Idea Book

202

$15.95

1” Circle Punch

 Idea Book

202

$10.95

side

side

Word Window Punch

½” from

Word Window Punch

side

2” bow
10” ribbon

Word Window Punch

Word Window Punch

½” from

¾” from

Word Window Punch

3” bow
12” ribbon

Cut as shown:

1½ ” bow
8” ribbon

Word Window Punch

Word Window punch

Notes
This Bow Maker can be used with a wide range of ribbons and cords. When using ribbon, try to keep it as flat
as possible at each step. The bow isn’t a traditional bow. It’s really just a knot around loops of ribbon. If you
want the bow to be attached to ribbon to go around a card, see the note at the bottom.
1. Divide 3” x 3” cardboard into sections by lightly drawing lines where shown in green in the diagram.
2. Cut with Word Window Punch. Round with Circle Punch, if desired. Snip short lines with scissors.
3. Write measurement tips on Bow Maker. You may need to cut ribbon longer for wide ribbon.
To Use:
1. Place ribbon on top of the Bow Maker with ½” of ribbon over the side and hold with your thumb.
2. Wrap once (or more) around the Bow Maker and hold this with your thumb as well. Be sure to leave
some of the end of the Word Window open.
3. Lace the ribbon into the Word Window hole.
4. Come back up through the legs of the Bow Maker. Leave the loop loose. You can place the Bow Maker
on the table at this point, but keep your thumb in place.
5. *See below.
6. Now go through your loop from the top down.
7. Continue back through the new loop you just made.
8. Pull up. You can assist tightening by pushing down on the knot.
9. Slide the bow off the Bow Maker. Fluff and trim, as needed.
*If you want a ribbon to be attached to a ribbon to go around your card, slip a separate ribbon into the slits in
the sides. Leave it somewhat loose. At step 6, go through this ribbon before going through the initial loop.
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